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1. k-stable mappings 
In this paper we study mappings f on compact metric spaces X which are 
stable with respect to the property dim f(X) > k. 
Definition 1.1. A mapping f : X + Y is said to be k-stable if for every metric space 
E which contains Y there exists a neighborhood U of f in C(X, E) such that 
dim g(X) z k for all g in U. 
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The topological spaces we consider are assumed to be metrizable and mappings 
are assumed to be continuous. It turns out that in the above definition E can be 
assumed to be a Banach space; in that case C(X, E) is also a Banach space with 
thenorm Ilfll =su~,~~IIf(~)lI. 
In Section 1 we present the basic properties of k-stable mappings and some 
examples. In addition we show that for maps into k-dimensional Euclidean space 
E, k-stability is equivalent to the existence of a stable value and to essentiality. 
In Section 2 we introduce the space Dee(X) of upper semicontinuous decompo- 
sitions of X (see [21]) which turns out to be the natural frame for the study of 
k-stability. We show, among other results, that light (= O-dimensional) maps on 
k-dimensional spaces are k-stable and apply this (in Proposition 2.17) to give an 
elementary and short proof to the following result which was proved earlier in [12] 
and in [4] and was extended in [6]: If X and Y have an unstable intersection in E,, 
1<dimX+dimY,thendimXxY<dimX+dimY. 
In Section 3 we state and prove two criteria for stability which are the stable 
analogues of theorems of Vainstein [7, p. 2831 and Keesling [lo] and Jung [9]. 
These will be applied in Section 4 which is devoted to problems related to the 
classical claim of Chogoshvili [3]. Recently it has been observed that the proof in 
[3] contains a gap. A counterexample to the stronger version of it was presented in 
[21] while the weaker one remains open. This was the main motivation to our study 
of stability. We present some weaker versions of Chogoshvili’s conjecture and 
examples. 
Our first result indicates that in the definition of k-stability it suffices to 
consider a single Banach space that contains Y rather than all of them. Note that 
we consider k-stability for maps on compact spaces only. 
Proposition 1.2. f : X + Y is k-stable if and only if there exists a Banach space E 
which contains Y and a neighborhood U off in C(X, E) so that dim g(X) > k for 
all g in U. 
Proof. Let f be k-stable. As Y is contained in some Banach space E, it follows 
from the definition that the proposition holds. Assume that E and U exist. Let 2 
be a space that contains Y. We may assume that 2 too is a Banach space and that 
it contains E. Let H denote the closed convex hull of f(X) in E. There exists a 
retraction r : Z + H such that 11 x - r(x) ]I < 2d(x, H) for all n in Z [l, p. 611. Let 
E be positive. If there exists some g : X+ Z with ]I f-g II < E and dim g(X) <k 
- 1 then by a standard argument there exists an approximation s : g(X) + H of 
r/g(X): g(X) + H with 1) r - s I( < E and dim sg(X) G k - 1. It follows that sg : X 
+ H c E satisfies 11 f- sg 11 < 4~ and dim sg(X) G k - 1. From the properties of 
U it follows that E cannot be too small. 0 
It turns out that k-stable maps are stable not just with respect to dimension but 
also with respect to k-dimensional degree. 
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Definition 1.3. For k 2 1 and a space X let 
dk( X) = inf{ E : there exists a finite open cover of X 
of order k - 1 and mesh < l ) . 
Clearly, for X compact dim X> k if and only if d,(X) > 0. (See [13, p. 1051061.) 
Note that for a subset W of a Banach space E, d,(W) < E is equivalent to the 
existence of a map s : W + E with II x - s(x) II < E and s(W) a (k - l)-dimensional 
polyhedron. 
Proposition 1.4. f : X + Y is k-stable if and only if for every space E that contains Y 
there exist a neighborhood U off in C(X, E) and E > 0 such that d, g(X) > E for all 
g in U. 
Proof. Clearly the existence of U and E imply k-stability. Let f be k-stable, and let 
E be a space that contains Y which we may assume is a Banach space. If U and E 
fail to exist then there exists a sequence {gJi ~ I, gi : X -+ E, with Ilf - gi II -+ 0 and 
d,g,(X) = l i + 0. Let si : gi(X) + E satisfy II y - s,(y) II < 2ei, y E gi(X) and 
dim s,g,(X> G k - 1. Then sigi : X + E, II f -sigi II G II f -gi II +2ei + 0 and 
dim sigi(X) G k - 1, which contradicts the k-stability of f. 0 
Recall that y E Y is a stable value of f : X + Y [S, p. 741 if there exist a 
neighborhood U of f in C(X, Y) so that y l g(Xj for all g in U. 
Let B, denote a closed k-ball in the k-dimensional Euclidean space E, and let 
S k _ 1 denote its boundary. f : X + B, is said to be essential if 
f/f-V,-,) : f-V,-,) + Sk-, 
is not extendable to a map F : X -+ S,_ 1 (see [ll]) for a comprehensive survey on 
essential maps). 
A map f : X --+ E, has a stable value if and only if it maps essentially onto some 
k-ball B, (i.e., f/f-‘(B,): f-l(Bk) + B, is essential). 
Theorem 1.5. f : X + E, is k-stable if and only if it has a stable value. 
Proof. Assume f has a stable value; then f maps essentially onto some k-ball 
B, c E, of radius 2.5 say. It follows that each g : X + E, with II f - g II < E must 
contain the ball with radius E and the same center and hence dim g(X) > k. By 
Proposition 1.2, f is k-stable. 
Conversely, if f has no stable values then for every finite subset A of Ek and 
everyE>Othereexistssomeg:X+E,sothat [If-gII<Eandg(X)nA=@. 
By compactness we may assume that the ranges of both f and the relevant maps g 
are contained in some k-ball B,. For every 6 > 0 there exists a finite subset A of 
B, such that dk(Bk/A) < 6. Proposition 1.4 thus implies that f is k-unstable. q 
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We conclude this section with two simple examples which demonstrate the 
effect of compositions and unions upon k-stability. 
Example 1.6. (of k-stable maps f and g such that gf is r-unstable for all r > 1). 
Let X =X, u X2 be the disjoint union of a k-cube X, = Zk (k > 2) and an interval 
X, = I. Let Y = Y, u Y, be the disjoint union of two copies of Zk and let 
Z = Z, U Z, be the disjoint union of Z, = Z and Z, = Zk. Let f= (fi, f,): X + Y 
be such that fi : X, = Zk + Y, = Zk is the formal identity and f2 : X2 = Z -+ Y, = Zk 
is a finite-to-one Peano map which carries Z onto Zk. f is k-stable since f, is the 
identity on Zk. Define g = (gi, g,): Y + Z as follows: g, : Yi = Zk + Z, = Z is the 
canonical projection of Zk onto one of its sides Z and g, : Y2 = Zk + Z, = Zk is the 
formal identity. g too is k-stable. But h = (hi, h,) = gf : X + Z is r-unstable for 
all r > 1. Indeed, h, =g,f, acts as the projection of Zk onto Z and as dim h,(X,) 
= 1 it is r-unstable for all r > 1. h, = g2f2 maps Z onto Zk and hence h, can be 
approximated as close as we please by a map whose range is a polygonal line and 
in particular l-dimensional. It follows that h, as well as h = gf are r-unstable for 
all r > 1. 
Note that f is finite-to-one and in particular light (O-dimensional) while 
dim g = k - 1 (where dim g = sup{dim g-‘(z): z E Z}). We shall see in the next 
section (Theorem 2.11) that if f is k-stable and g is light then gf is k-stable, and 
that a light map on a k-dimensional space is k-stable. Stronger results in the same 
direction are Theorems 2.15, 3.3 and 3.4. In addition we shall see that unlike 
k-stability, k-instability is invariant under compositions (Corollary 2.9). 
Example 1.7. (of a l-stable map f on X = Z such that X = Xi U X,, Xi closed and 
f/X, is l-unstable, i = 1, 2). 
Remark. It is easy to verify that f is l-stable on X if and only if it is nonconstant 
on some component of X. This fact simplifies our example. However, higher 
dimensional analogues with a k-stable f on X = Zk exist. 
Let A be a countable family of open intervals with mutually disjoint closures in 
the interior of Z = [O, 11 so that UA = the union of elements of A is dense in I. 
Let A = A 1 u A 2 be two disjoint subfamilies so that lJ A, is dense in X, = X\ U A, 
and lJ A, is dense in X, =X\ U A,. Consider the decomposition Y of Z whose 
elements are j, J EA and the singletons of Z\ lJ{j: J EA}. Let f be the 
corresponding quotient map. (The classical Cantor map which maps Z onto Z and 
is constant on each component of Z\A, A the Cantor set, is a model for f.) f is 
l-stable since it is nonconstant on I. But f\X, is l-unstable for i = 1 and i = 2. 
Indeed, the components of X, = Z\ U A, are j, J l A1 and singletons, and f is 
constant on each of them. A similar argument applies to X,. Note that f(X) = 
f(X,) =f(X,) = Z. 
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2. The topological lattice of upper semicontinuous decompositions 
Let f be a map on a compact space X. Then f induces an upper semicontinu- 
ous (u.s.c.) decomposition (f-‘(y): y Em} on X and conversely the quotient of 
each U.S.C. decomposition is a map on X. Define an equivalence relation on the set 
of all maps on X by f - g if and only if f and g induce the same decomposition 
on X. This occurs if and only if there exists a homeomorphism h : f(X) + g(X) 
such that the diagram 
X - f(X) 
commutes. 
Let Dee(X) denote the set of all maps on X modulo this equivalence relation. 
The elements of Dee(X) can be regarded as U.S.C. decompositions of X, but we 
shall still use functional notation. 
Define an order relation on Dec(X> by f < g if the decomposition induced by f 
refines the one induced by g. This is equivalent to the existence of an h : f(X) + 
g(X) which is not necessarily a homeomorphism in the above diagram. 
For f in Dec(X> and x in X let 
(x)f=f-‘f( x) = the fiber of f at x. 
Thus f <g if and only if (x)f c (x>g for all x in X. 
For f, g in Dec(X> let h = f A g be defined by (x)h = (x>f n (x)g. As a map h 
can be regarded as h : X+ f(X) x g(X), h(x) = (f(x), g(x)), it follows that 
f A g E Dee(X), f Ag<f, fAg<g and if ZEDec(X) satisfies l<f and Z<g 
then also E G f A g. Thus f A g is the minimum of f and g in Dec(X>. Similarly we 
define the inf of any family A c Dee(X) by 
(x) AA= n{(x)f: fd}. 
Again AA can be regarded as a map AA : X+ FIfE A f(X) in the natural way, 
and hence AA E Dee(X). For B c Dee(X) let 
VB= A{g: f<g for all f in B}. 
With this order and operations Dee(X) is a complete lattice. By a cover of X we 
shall always mean a finite open cover. For f~ Dec(X> and a cover U of X set 
f < U if (the decomposition of X induced by) f refines U. Let 
U=(fEDec(X):f<U}. 
Then {U: U a cover of X} forms a basis for a topology on Dee(X) which we call 
the covering topology. Indeed 
Unv=ur\v whereUr\T/=(unu:uEU,UEI/}. 
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Note that the covering topology is not T, as the element f of Dee(X) which 
corresponds to the identity map on X is contained in every open set. (The trivial 
element of Dee(X) which corresponds to a constant function belongs only to one 
open set; namely the one induced by the trivial cover of X.1 Henceforth we shall 
regard Dec(X> as a lattice and a topological space with respect to the above 
definitions. 
Theorem 2.1. A sequence (F,}~=, converges to FO in Dee(X) if and only if there 
exists a Banach space E and representatives f,,, n z 0 of F, in C(X, E) such that 
II f,, -fO II + 0 in C(X, El. 
Lemma 2.2. Let f : X + Y be a map and let U be a cover of X such that f < U. There 
exists a positive E with the following property : for every Banach space E that contains 
Y and every subset V of E and each g : X +EifdiameterV<eand Ilf-gll <~(in 
C(X, E)) then g-‘(V) is contained in some member of U. 
Proof. For KcX let w(f, K) = diameter f(K) denote the variation of f on K. 
w( f, * > is continuous on the compact metric space 2x of all closed subsets of X 
with the Hausdorff metric. Let 
A = inf{w( f, K): KE 2 x, K is not contained in some member of U). 
A is positive. Indeed the set of all K E 2x which are not contained in some 
member of U forms a closed and hence compact set in 2x. Thus A is attained at 
some K, in this set. A = w( f, K,). A = 0 would imply that f is constant on K, so 
K, is contained in some fiber of f and as f Q U, K, must be contained in some 
element of U. We claim that E = A/3 does the job. Let E be a Banach space that 
contains Y. Let V c E have diameter < E and let g : X -+ E satisfy II f - g II < E. If 
g-‘(V) is not contained in some member of U then by the definition of A we have 
A G w(f, g-‘(v)>. Let w<f, g-l(p)> = II f(x,> -f(xJ II, x1, x2 in g-‘(v). Then 
A,<w(f, g-‘(v)) = IIf -f(q) II 
G II f(x*) -g(x1) II 
+ II g(x,) -g(Q) II + II &$x2) -f(X2) II 
<E+E+E=A 
since II f-g 11 <E and g(x,) E v, i = 1, 2. This contradiction shows that g-‘(V) 
must be contained in some member of U. 17 
Lemma 2.3. Let E be an infinite dimensional banach space. Let f : X -+ E be a map 
and let V be a cover of f(X) in E with mesh V < E. Let g E Dec(X> satisfy 
g G U= (f-‘(v): v E V}. Then there exists a realization g, :X-+ E of g such that 
II f-g, II <E in C(X, E). 
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Proof. Let Y = g(X). Let W be a cover of Y such that (g-‘(w): w E W} refines U. 
(W exists by Lemma 2.2.) For w E W, g-‘(w) is contained in f-‘(u,) for some 
U, E I/. Let e, be a point in U, so that (e w : w E W) is in general position in E. Let 
II), : w E WI be a partition of unity subordinated to W and let h,(y) = &,$,(y)e,. 
Then 11 f(x) - h,g(x) II < E for all x in X. Indeed, set y =g(x). If y E w then 
g-‘(y) cg-‘(w) cf-‘(u,) and e, E u,. Hence II f(x) -e, 11 < E for all w E W, = 
{w E W: y E w) since f(x) and e, are both in U, for w E W,. Hence 
G C ~,(Y)llf(~) -e,II <E. 
WEWy 
Since E is infinite dimensional h,: Y + E can be approximated as close as we 
please by an embedding h : Y + E and in particular we may find such an h so that 
II f(x) - k(x) II < E in C(X, El, as h in an embedding g, = hg represents g. q 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let f,, be representatives of F,, in C(X, E) such that 
I1 f,, -f. II -+ 0. Let U be a cover of X such that F,, < U. By Lemma 2.2 there 
exists in particular some E > 0 so that for every g : X-t E with II fO -g II <E, 
g G U. It follows that all but finitely many F, are in 0, i.e., F, + F,, in Dee(X). 
Conversely, let F,, *F, in Dee(X). Let E be an infinite dimensional Banach 
space. There exists some fO : X + E which represents F,. Given E > 0 and an 
e-covering I/ of f,&X), almost all F, are dominated by {f-‘(u): u E V} and by 
Lemma 2.3 there exist representatives f,, : X--+ E for all those F,, with 11 f,, - fO II 
< E. It follows that we can choose representatives uch that II f,, - fO II + 0. •I 
Remark. Convergence in Dee(X) can be rather trivial: for example every sequence 
converges to the constant function of X while the sequence {f,} such that 
f,, = identity for all n converges to every element of Dee(X). We state without 
proof another characterization of convergence in Dee(X). 
Theorem 2.4. f,, + f in Dee(X) if and only if (x)ffn 2 (x>f for all x in x if and 
only if sup ,,pd(K)f, (K)ff,) + 0, where W)f = f-‘f(K). 
From Theorem 2.1 it follows that a map on X is k-stable if and only if all its 
classes in Dee(X) consist of k-stable mappings. Moreover we have all its classes in 
Dee(X) consist of k-stable mappings. Moreover we have: 
Theorem 2.5. fin Dee(X) is k-stable if and only if there exists a neighborhood .!? of f 
in Dee(X) so that dim g(X) z k for all g in l?. 
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Proof. Let f be k-stable. If such a c fails to exist then there exist f,, +f in 
Dee(X) so that dim f,(X) < k (as Dee(X) is first countable). By Theorem 2.1 we 
may assume that f,, : X -+ E and II f,, -f II -+ 0 in C(X, E) for some E, which 
contradicts the k-stability of f. Conversely by Lemma 2.2, if 0 exists then f is 
k-stable. q 
Theorem 2.6. fin Dee(X) is k-stable if and only if there exists a cover U of X which 
has no refinement of order < k so that f < U. 
Proof. Let f be k-stable. Let U be the cover obtained in Theorem 2.5. If I/ is a 
refinement of U with order V< k then the canonical map g of X onto the nerve 
of V refines I/ and hence U and has dimension < k. As for all refinements g of 
U, dim g(X) > k, such V does not exist. 
Let f < U for some U with no refinement of order < k. Then for all g G U, 
dimg(X) & k. Indeed, if g G U and dim g(X) <k, let I/ be a cover of g(X) of 
order < k and so small a mesh that W = {g - l(v) : v E V} refines U. Then order 
W < k - a contradiction. By Theorem 2.5, f is k-stable. 0 
Remark. Note that it is not required that the refinement of U will dominate f. 
Thus if f refines a cover U which has no refinement of order < k that dominates 
f, then f may still fail to be k-stable. (But dim f(X) > k.) 
Corollary 2.7. If dim X < k then all maps on X are k-unstable while if dim X 2 k 
then the identity map on X is k-stable (see also Corollary 2.13). 
Corollary 2.8. Let f E Dee(X) be k-stable and let g <f. Then g is k-stable. 
Proof. If a cover U of X dominates f then it also dominates g. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Zf g : X + Y is k-unstable then for every h : Y + Z, f = hg : X + Z is 
k-unstable. 
Proof. g <f in Dee(X) and if f is k-stable then by Corollary 2.8 so must be g. 0 
Remark_ It follows from Corollary 2.9 that if a map factors through a space of 
dimension less than k then it is k-unstable. It is natural thus to ask whether every 
k-unstable map must factor through some (k - l)-dimensional space. We shall see 
in Example 4.8 that for k > 2 the answer is negative. For k = 1 we have: 
Proposition 2.10. A l-unstable map factors through some O-dimensional space. 
Proof. Let f : X+ Y be l-unstable. Then f is constant on every component of X. 
Let Z be the decomposition of X into components. Then the quotient p: X + Z 
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is continuous and Z is compact and O-dimensional (see [13, p. 1821). As f is 
constant on each component of X, p <f in Dee(X) thus there exists h : Z + Y 
such that f(x) = h(p(x)). q 
Recall (Example 1.6) that a composition of k-stable maps may be k-unstable. 
However 
Theorem 2.11. Let f : X- Y be k-stable and let g : Y + Z be light. Then gf is 
k-stable. 
Proof. Let U be a cover of X such that f G U and U has no refinement of order 
< k. Let I/ be a cover of Y so that f-‘(V) = (f-‘(v): v E V} refines U. Let z E Z. 
dim g-‘(z) = 0 hence there exists a finite discrete family T, of open subsets of Y 
which covers g-‘(z) and refines I/. Let W, be a neighborhood of z in Z such that 
g-‘(W,) refines T,. To save notation let us assume that g-‘(W,) = UT,. By 
compactness finitely many W,, {Wzjz t A say, cover Z. Set 
Ul = {(gf )-l(w;)};t, = If-‘< u T&A. 
gf G U,, and we claim that U, has no refinement of order < k. Indeed, each 
element ur of U, is of the form 
q=f-‘(UT,) = U(f-‘(T): TET,}, 
and since T, refines I/ and f-‘(V) refines U each set f-‘(T), T E T,, is contained 
in an element of U, and as T, is discrete so is {f-‘(T): T E T,}. 
Let U, refine U,. Each u2 in U, is contained in some ui E U, and hence splits 
naturally into a discrete family of sets of the form u2 n f-‘(T), T E T,, which 
refines U and since U has no refinement of order < k there must be some x in X 
which belongs to k + 1 of these sets. But since for a given z, T, is discrete, the 
number of indices z involved must be k + 1 and it follows that x belongs also to 
k + 1 elements of U, so the order of U, is at least k. By Theorem 2.6, gf is 
k-stable. q 
Corollary 2.12. Let f = hg be the monotone light decomposition of f. Then f is 
k-stable if and only if g is. 
Corollary 2.13. If dim X > k then every light map on X is k-stable. 
In Section 3 we present stronger version of Corollary 2.13. In a different 
direction we have the following result, which generalizes Corollary 2.13 and 
provides a simple direct proof of it. For f : X + Y set d, f = sup{d,f-‘(y): y E Y] 
(see Definition 1.3). Note that f is light if and only if d, f = 0. If f is an e-map 
then d,f < E. 
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Theorem 2.14. Zf d, f < d,(X) then f is k-stable. 
Proof. For y E f(X) let V, be a discrete cover of f-‘(y) be open subsets of X of 
mesh <d,(X). 
Let uy be a neighborhood of y in Y such that f-‘(u,) c U V,, (= U(u : u E V,)>. 
By compactness finitely many u,,, {u,},, EA say, cover f(X). Thus {f-‘(v,): y EA) 
cover X. If f is k-unstable then it can be approximated as close as we please by a 
map g on X with dim g(X) < k. By lemma 2.2 we obtain a cover W of g(X) of 
order <k so that g-l(W) refines {f-‘(v,): y EA}, and hence also { lJ V’,, :y EA). 
Clearly the order of g-‘(W) is less than k. Each g-‘(w) in g-‘(W) is contained 
in IJ V,, for some yw in A. Hence (g-‘(w) f7 u : w E W, v E V,d is also a cover of 
X with mesh <d,(X) and order < k since V, is discrete with mesh <d,(X). 
This contradicts the definition of d,(X). 0 
Theorem 2.11 can be viewed as a stable version of Hurewicz’s theorem on 
mappings that lower dimension [S, p. 911 for light maps. The following is a stable 
version of the general case of this theorem. 
Theorem 2.15. Let X 2 Y 5 Z be maps so that f is k-stable and dim g < n. Then 
gf is (k - n)-stable. 
Proof. By a theorem of Pasynkov ([18], see also [22, Corollary 1, p. 2421) there 
exists a map h : Y + I” such that dim(g, h) = 0 where (g, h): Y + Z X I” is the 
product map. By Theorem 2.11, (g, h)f = (gf, hf 1: X + Z X Z” is k-stable and this 
obviously implies that gf must be (k - n)-stable. 0 
At this point we stray from the general course of the theory and present two 
applications of Corollary 2.13. 
The first is just a simple observation: the classical characterization of dimension 
due to Alexandrov in terms of mapping to spheres says that dim XG k if and only 
if for every closed H c X and every map f : H -+ S,, f is extendable over X into 
S,. Hence if dim X 2 k there exists some closed H CX and some f : H + S,_ 1 
which is not extendable. It is natural to expect that H can be taken to be 
(k - l)-dimensional but we did not find a reference to this. The following is a 
quick proof for compact X. 
Proposition 2.16. Let X be compact with tc > dim X > k. There exists a (k-l)-dimen- 
sional closed subset H c X and a map f : H + S,_ 1 which is not extendable over X. 
Proof. We may assume that dim X = k. By a theorem of Hurewicz 113, p. 1241 
there exists a light map g : X+ E,. g is k-stable and by Theorem 1.5 it maps 
essentially onto some k-ball BcE,. Let aB=S,_,, H=g-l(S,_l) and f= 
g/H: H+Sk-l. f is not extendable over X and dim H G k - 1 since dim H = k 
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would imply by Hurewicz’s theorem [8, p. 911 that dim g > 1. As f can be extended 
over every (k - l)-dimensional set that contains H we may assume that dim H = k 
-1. 0 
The second application is related to mappings with an unstable intersection in 
Euclidean spaces. 
Two mappings f : X + E,,, and g : Y + E, are said to have an unstable intersec- 
tion if for every E > 0 there exist maps fl : X + E,, and g, : Y + E, with 
I] f - fI II < E, I( g -g, II < E and fl(X) ng,(Y) = @. X and Y are said to have an 
unstable intersection in E, if every pair of maps f, g : X, Y --) E,,, has an unstable 
intersection. We prove 
Proposition 2.17. Let X and Y be compact spaces which have an unstable intersection 
inE, forl<dimX+dimY. Then dimXxY<dimX+dimY. 
For more information on this and related problems as well as on its history refer 
to [19] and [4]. 
Proposition 2.17 was first proved in [12] and in 141. In [61 a stronger result is 
proved, namely that dim X X Y < 1. Still there is some interest in our proof since it 
is short and elementary. 
Proof. Set n = dim X, k = dim Y and m = n + k. Since X and Y have an unstable 
intersection in E,, E G m, they have an unstable intersection in E, too (apply a 
projection) which we represent as direct sum E, = E, 63 E, with E, and E, 
orthogonal linear subspaces of E,. Let f : X+ E,, and g : Y + E, be light and let 
h(x, y) = f(x) -g(y): XX Y + E, CB Ek = E,. Each fiber of h is a product of 
fibers of f and g, hence h too is light. If dim XX Y = m then by Corollary 2.13 
and Theorem 2.1 h must have a stable value in E,. We may assume that this 
stable value is 0 since otherwise we apply a linear translation on f and g. It follows 
that f and g have a stable intersection in E,,,; indeed, if fl and g, are sufficiently 
close to f and g respectively then h,(x, y) = f,(x) - gJy> is close to h and as 0 is 
a stable value of h, 0 E h,(Xx Y) = fl(X) -g,(Y) so fJX> ng,(Y) # @. It follows 
that dim XX Y<m. q 
We conclude Section 2 with some remarks on the minimal k-unstable elements 
of Dec(X>. 
Proposition 2.18. Let g E Dee(X) be k-unstable. There exists in Dec(X> an element 
f so that f G g, f is k-unstable and f is minimal with respect o k-instability. 
Proof. Set 
G={fEDec(X): f<g, f is k-unstable}. 
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Let F c G be linearly ordered. Set f = A F. The proposition will follow from 
Zorn’s lemma if we show that f~ G, i.e., that it is k-unstable. If f is k-stable then 
by Theorem 2.6 there must exist some cover I/ of X with no refinement of order 
< k such that f < V. But as f = A F and F is linearly ordered there must be some 
h in F such that h < I/, and another application of Theorem 2.6 would imply that 
h is k-stable. q 
Let D,(X) denote the set of minimal k-unstable elements of Dee(X). If 
dim X < k then D,(X) consists of a single element, namely the identity function 
on X. If dim X> k then D,(X) is larger. If fe D,(X) g E Dee(X) then either 
f < g or f A g is k-stable. Indeed, if f does not refine g then f A g <f and as f is 
minimal k-unstable f A g must be k-stable. Moreover; for f, g in Dee(X), f A g is 
k-unstable if and only if both f and g dominate the same element h of Dk(X). 
Note that each f in D,(X) is monotone. Indeed, if f is k-unstable and not 
monotone and f = hg is the monotone light decomposition of f then g must also 
be k-unstable (Corollary 2.12) and g <f. It follows from Proposition 2.10 that a 
minimal l-unstable map must have a O-dimensional range, and from Example 4.8 it 
follows that this is no longer true for minimal k-unstable maps for k 2 2. Still it 
can be shown that on 1’ each minimal 2-unstable map has a one-dimensional 
range. We do not know whether a similar result holds for Zk, k > 2. It seems to be 
of some interest to characterize the spaces X for which the minimal k-unstable 
maps have (k - l&dimensional range. 
The covering topology on Dee(X) is rather crude; our next theorem shows that 
on D,(X) it is much more structural. 
Theorem 2.19. The relative covering topology on the set D,(X) of minimal k-unstable 
mappings is Hausdorff. 
Proof. Let f and g be two distinct elements of D,(X). Then f A g : X + f(X) X 
g(X) is k-stable. Let W be a cover of f(X) xg(X> such that every h in Dec(X> 
which refines (fr\ g>-‘(W) is k-stable. (Such a cover W exists by Theorem 2.5 or 
2.6.) Let U and V be covers of f(X) and g(X) respectively such that U X V= (u 
x v: u E I/, v E V} refines W. We shall see that F(U) and F(V) are disjoint 
neighborhoods of f and g respectively in D,(X). Clearly f < f- ‘(U> and g < 
gg’(V). Let h E Dec(X> refine both f-‘(U) and g-‘(V). It follows that h < (f A 
g)-l(U x V) G (f A g)-‘(W). From the choice of W it follows that h is k-stable. 
Hence F(U) fl gc--i<V> n Dk(X) = @. 0 
3. Sufficient conditions for stability 
is 
We saw in Section 2 (Corollary 2.13) that a light map on a k-dimensional space 
k-stable. In this section we present stronger versions of this result. 
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For example, it will follow that if dim X 2 k and if f : X + Y fails to be light, 
dim f= 1 say, but the set of y in Y for which f-‘(y) is l-dimensional is not too 
large (i.e., dim{y E Y: dim f-‘(y) = 1) G k - 2) then f is k-stable. 
Our first theorem is a stable analogue of a theorem of Vainstein [7, p. 2831 on 
mappings which lower dimension while the second is a stable version of theorems 
due to Keesling and Jung ([10,91, see also 1141). 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be compact. Let f : X -Y be a map and let Y,=(yeY: 
dim f-‘(y) 2 k). If 
dimX>max(k+min{dimY,,n-I}: k=O, 1,2,...,dimf} 
then f is n-stable. 
Theorem 3.2. In the notation of Theorem 3.1 if 
dim X > dim f + dim ~dim X_n + i) 
then f is n-stable. 
We shall first derive Theorem 3.2 from Theorem 3.1 and then prove Theorem 
3.1. Vainstein’s theorem can be proved by a relatively simple induction argument. 
We were unable to apply these arguments to prove Theorem 3.1 and the proof we 
present is more direct, is given in terms of coverings, and as a result is longer and 
more complicated. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Set k, = dim X - n + 1 and d, = k + min(dim Yk, n - 11. 
We shall show that if dim X > dim f + dim Yk, then dim X > d, for k = 
0, l,..., dim f, so Theorem 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1. Distinguish between two 
cases: k 2 k, and k <k,. 
If k > k, then Y, c Yk, and dim Y, G dim Yk,,. Hence 
dimX>dimf+dimY,,l~k+dimY,~k+min{dimY,,n-l} 
= d k’ 
If k < k, then 
d,=k+min(dimY,, n-l} <k,+min{dimY,, n-l} 
=dimX-(n-l)+min{dimY,,n-I} 
<dimX-(n-l)+(n-l)=dimX. 0 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we shall use the following conventions. Let A and 
B be families of subsets of some space X. Set 
IIAII = U{F: FEA}, 
int A = (int F: F =A]. 
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For GcX set 
st(G, A) =Gu(U{F: FEA, FnG#@}), 
st(B, A) = (st(G, A): GEB}, 
A+B=st(B, A) u{F: F64, Fn IIBII =fl}. 
Let _Z be a finite linearly ordered set. For (Y E 2 let (Y + 1 (respectively CY - 1) 
denote the immediate successor (respectively predecessor) of (Y in 2 (if they exist). 
Let A,, (Y E _Z be families of sets. For (Y ~25 define inductively +A, as follows: 
forr=maxZ, +A,=A,, and +A,=(+A,+,)+A, fora<r. 
Explicitly 
+A, = (. . . (A, +A,_,) + . . . +Au+,) +A,. 
The system (A,), E p is said to be norm& if the following holds: For every (Y E 2 
and every finite family F,, F,,.. ., F, EA, the condition F, n F2 f’ a** n Fi = fl 
implies that st(F,, +A,+i) n st(F,, +A,+i) n . . * n St(Fi, +A,+i) = @. 
The following theorem of Ostrand [17] is essential for the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Ostrand’s covering theorem. Let X be a compact n-dimensional space. For every 
E > 0 and every integer m & n + 1 there exist m finite discrete families rl;, U,, . . . , U,,, 
of open (or closed) subsets of X with mesh l,$ < E such that each n + 1 of the Q. 
cover X. 
Families IQ,?!, of subsets of X are said to cover X, k times if for every x in X, 
(Y(X) = {i: 1 d i G m, x E 1) Ui II} has cardinal&y 2 k. Note that the families {Q}C2i 
in Ostrand’s theorem cover X, m -n times. Indeed, if for some x in X, 
la(x>l Gm - n - 1 then the remaining n + 1 Ui will not cover X. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Set dim f =p, and for 0 < i <p let 
Wi= {KEY: dimf-‘(y) &p-i) =YP_i, 
Zi = {y E Y: dim f-‘( y) =~p -i) 
and 
m, = min(dimWi, n - I}. 
Let k, 0 G k fp, be defined by the relation 
dimW,_,<n-l<dimW, 
and if such an integer k does not exist we define k = 0. 
Let 
T,={(i,j):O<i~k,O~j~m,}. 
2 is linearly ordered by the lexicographic order, i.e., (i, j) <(it, j’> if i <i’ or if 
i=i’ and j<j’. 
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Applying Ostrand’s theorem and standard compactness and paracompactness 
arguments we construct by induction, for every E > 0 (infinite) families A,,, 
(i, j) E J5 of closed subsets of X, and Bi, 0 < i < k, of closed subsets of Y so that 
(1) Zi c 1) Bi 1) = 1) int Bj I), Bj is locally finite in 11 Bj II and Bj+i refines Bi. 
(2) II Aij 11 = Ilint Aij 11, Aij is locally finite in II Aij II and for every F EBB and 
0 <j G m, there exists a finite family A cAij such that int A covers f-‘(F) and 
int A decomposes into mi +tp - i + 1 discrete families which cover f-‘(F), mi + 1 
times. 
(3) The system (ACi,j): (i, j) EZ) is normal. 
(4) mesh( +A,,,) < E. 
BY (I), T= Y\ Ilint B,+, (1 cY\Zi+, = w:, T,_i c T, and T,\7;,_i c Ilint Bi II 
(T-i = Y\ Ilint B, II = pl). 
The sets T. are compact and dim Ti G m,. If k 2 1 then applying Ostrand’s 
theorem again we obtain for 0 G i G k - 1 and 0 <j G m, finite families B,* and Bij 
of closed subsets of Y so that 
(5) Bi* decomposes into mj + 1 discrete families B,” = B9 U B,’ U . f . U B,“‘s. 
(6) B* refines Bi and int B,* u int B,* u . . . u int Bi* covers 7;:. 
(7) Bij covers 11 Bj II and Bij decomposes into mi +p -i + 1 discrete families 
which cover II Bj I), p - i + 1 times. 
(8) For every fixed i, j the system {B/, B,: a > (i, j>) is normal with respect to 
the following order B/, Bci,j), Bci,j)+I, Bci,j)+,,. . . . 
Finally, we choose a finite family Bz c B, so that int B,* U . . . U int Bc covers Y. 
It follows that 
(9) B,*uBPu ... UB,* covers Y 
and as Bi* refines Bi for 0 G i G k it follows from (2) that 
(10) For every F in BT and 0 <j G mi there exists a finite family A cAij such 
that int A covers f-‘(F) and int A decomposes into m, +p -i + 1 discrete 
families that cover f-l(F), mi + 1 times. 
Assume now that f is n-unstable. Then we can approach f as close as we please 
by a map g : X- Z with dim Z G n - 1. If we then transfer the finite families Bi*, 
B!, and Bij from Y into Z by B + {g(f-‘(F)): F E B} the combinatorial structure 
of these families will be preserved if g is close enough to f. Hence we may assume 
that the transferred sets also satisfy conditions (5), (7) and (8) (if k a 1) and that 
(9), (10) hold with the transferred sets when Y and f are replaced by Z and g 
respectively. Since these conditions only will be applied below, to save notation, we 
shall assume that dim Y G II - 1 and preserve the original notation. This will not 
reduce the generality of the proof. 
It follows that Bc can be replaced by some other family, which we shall still call 
Bz, which decomposes into discrete families B,f, Bi, . . . , B;-l so that (5), (7), (8) 
(9), (10) hold for all 0 < i < k. 
Set t, = m, +p - i. By (5) and (10) for each FE B! there exists a finite family 
A,=@JAfU ... UAfl cAij with A; discrete so that {A;}, 0 G 1 G ti, covers 
f-‘(F), mi + 1 times. By (7) there exists a finite family B, = B[ U BF U . . . U Bf 
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c Bij so that the BP are discrete and cover F, p - i + 1 times. From (8) it follows 
that if FI # F, then II BF1 II n II BF2 II = g. 
Let 
A;*B,F={Gnf-‘(R): GE&, REB;). 
A:* Br is discrete. We claim that 
C,= lJ{A;*B;: O<Z<ti) 
covers f-‘(F). Indeed, let x ~f-l(F). Set 
Ly = {I: x +4jFll} and p = {I: f(x) E 11 B,FII). 
Then l~yl am,+1 and IpI >p--i+l.As (L, pc{O, l,...,ti=mi+p-i) there 
must exist some index 1 so that 1 E (Y n /3 and then x E II A: * BP II. 
Set Ci,j = IJ(C,: FE B/}. As F, # F2 implies (I BF1 II f~ II BF2 II = fl, it also 
implies 1) CP1 II n II C, II = (d. It follows that Ci,j covers f-‘( II Bi II) and that the 
order of Ci,j is G ti. We wish to estimate the order of st(Ci,j, + Cci,jj+ i). For this 
aim set 
A;F = st( Af, +A(i,j)+ 1) 7 
B;‘= st( B,F, +Bcij)+l). 
By (3) and (8) the families AjF and B/F are discrete. Hence the family 
C; = IJ {#* B;F: 0 < I < fi} 
is of order G ti. By (8), F, # F2 implies II Ck, II n II Ck, II = @. Thus the order of 
CLj = lJ{Ck: FE B/} does not exceed ti. The family st(Ci,j, + C(i,j)+l) is a 
shrinking of C;j (i.e., the elements of the two can be indexed by the same set of 
indices, so that for each index the element of the first set is contained in that of 
the second). It follows that 
(11) Order st(Ci,j, + Cci,j)+ i) < order C:j < ti. 
For LY = (i, j) let C, = IF:, F;, . . . ) be an enumeration of C,. For a family D of 
subsets of X and an element Fp of this enumeration set 
~~(F,*,D)=(U{G:GED,G~(F;UF;U~~~UFP_~)=~, 
GnF;#@})uF;. 
and 
ct(C,, D) = {ct(F,“, D): F; E C,} 
It is easy to verify that 
(12) order(D @ C,> G max{order(ct(C,, D)), order 01. 
In analogy with the +A, operation we define @C, as follows: for I = max 2, 
@ C, = C, and for LY < r, @ C, = ( @ C, + 1> @ C,. Explicitly 
@C,=(..(C,fK_,)@ ... @C,+,)@C,. 
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Then 
(13) @C, refines + C, and II @ C, II = U p >a II C, II, 
(14) order(ct(C,, @C,+ ,)I G order(st(C,, + C,, r). 
Combining (111, (12) and (14) we obtain that 
order( @ Ci,j) = order( ( @ Cci,j)+ r) @ Ci,j) 
G max(ordcr(ct(Ci,j, @ Cci,j,+r)), order( @Cci,j)+r)) 
G max(order(st(Ci,j, +Cci,j)+r)), order( @Cci,j)+r)) 
< max{ti, order( @Cci,,)+r)}* 
It follows that 
order( @C,,,) =G max{ t,, t,, . . . , tk} . 
Since + C,,, refines +A,,,, it follows from (4) and (13) that mesh(@C,,,) < E, and 
@C,,, covers X. As E is arbitrary this implies that dim XG maxIt,, t,, . . . , tJ. But 
by the assumption of Theorem 3.1, max(t,, t,, . . . , tk} < dim X. This contradiction 
proves the theorem. q 
It turns out that a slight modification of Theorem 3.1 gives sufficient conditions 
for the stability of compositions similar to Theorems 2.11 and 2.15. The following 
two theorems have been motivated by an unpublished work of Torunczyk. 
Theorem 3.3. Let f : X + Y be a map, let r and n be integers so that 
r>max{k+min{dimY,,n-l},O<k<dimf}. (*) 
fi,. n . A 
Then, for every extension f : X + Y off (X c X, Y c Y) and every E > 0 there exists 
a neighborhood V of X in X such that for every Z c V compact with d,Z > l , fjZ is 
n-stable. 
Our proof of Theorem 3.1 applies to Theorem 3.3. The only modification that 
must be made is the replacement of the families A and B of subsets of X and Y 
there by swellings a and 6 that consist of open subsets of X and Y and preserve 
the combinatorial structure. (The replacement should be made at the stage in the 
proof at which we assume that f is n-unstable.) 
Theorem 3.4. Let Z -% X $ Y be maps so that g is r-stable and f satisfies the 
conclusion of Theorem 3.3 for this r. (In particular we may assume that f, r satisfy 
(*I of Theorem 3.3) Then fg is n-stable. 
Proof. Let E be a Banach space that contains Y. We wish to show that if $ : Z + Y 
is sufficiently close to fg then dim I+NZ) 2 n. Define 7: X+X x E by T(X) = 
(x, f(x)>. 7 is an embedding. Let P: XX E + E be the canonical projection. 
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PT = f. Hence P can be regarded as an extension of P/T(X) which in turn can be 
looked upon as equivalent to f. (g, fg): 2 +X X E is equivalent to g in Dee(Z) 
(as g < fg there). Hence, it follows from the r-stability of g and from Proposition 
1.4 that there exists some E > 0 so that if (g, 4): Z +X X E is close enough to 
(g, fg) then d,Kg, rcIX.0 > E. But if $ is close to fg then (g, 9) is close to 
(g, fg). As r(X) ~(g, fg)(Z) it follows from the assumption on f that if $ is 
sufficiently close to fg then P is n-stable on (g, $XZ) and in particular 
dim P(g, $XZ> > n. As P(g, $XZ> = $(Z) the theorem follows. 0 
Note that a similar modification applies also to Theorem 3.2. Thus, if 
Z 5 X f Y are such that g is r-stable and f satisfies 
r>dimf+dimY,_.+, 
then fg is n-stable. 
(**> 
Theorems 2.11, 2.15, 3.3, 3.4 and the above remark actually present a property 
which is stronger than stability (Torunczyk in the above mentioned work used the 
term “massive”), and unlike stability it is preserved under compositions. 
4. The Chogoshvili conjecture 
In [3] Chogoshvili claimed that if XC E,,, is k-dimensional then for some linear 
map f : E, -+ E,, f/X is k-stable on X; moreover, given a coordinate system in 
E, one of the coordinate projections of E, onto a k-dimensional coordinate 
subspace is k-stable on X. 
A counterexample to the stronger version of the above claim has been recently 
given in [21] for every k 2 2. But it can be shown that for X = I2 this version is 
true. We do not know whether a similar result holds for X= Ik, k > 2. The weaker 
version of Chogoshvili’s claim seems to be still open. In this section we study 
problems which are related to the Chogoshvili conjecture. 
It turns out that a modification of the examples in [21] yields examples in which 
no coordinate projection is k-stable in a given coordinate system but other 
orthogonal projections are k-stable on X. The construction of these examples 
requires methods of basic embeddings (See [20]) which are beyond the scope of 
this paper and will be presented without a proof. 
Theorem 4.1. Let k >, 2 be an integer. There exists an integer m (which depends on 
k) so that every k-dimensional hereditarily indecomposable continuum X is embed- 
dable in E, such that all 2-dimensional coordinate projections with respect to some 
given coordinate system, are 2-unstable on X, but some other orthogonal projection 
of E, onto some k-dimensional linear subspace is k-stable on X. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let X be a k-dimensional hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
There exists an embedding of X in a separable Hilbert space H such that 
(1) There exists an orthonomal basis for H so that all coordinate projections of H 
onto the 2-dimensional coordinate subspaces (with respect to this basis) are 2-unsta- 
ble on X. 
(2) The restrictions to X of the elements of H * ( = the space of continuous linear 
finctionals on HI form a dense set in C(X, RI. 
Remark. From the last statement it clearly follows that for every n the restriction 
to X of the elements of L(H, E,) (= the space of continuous linear maps 
f : H + E,) is dense in C(X, E,). As dim X = k the k-stable maps form an open 
and dense set in C(X, Ek), and thus, (2) implies that “many” elements of 
L(H, Ek) (and hence many k-dimensional orthogonal projections) are k-stable on 
X. On the other hand (1) implies that still there exists some basis with respect to 
which even the 2-dimensional coordinate projections are 2unstable. Does this 
indicate that in general “many” projections must be k-stable? 
The following results are some weaker versions of the Chogoshvili claim. 
Theorem 4.3. Let XC E,, be k-dimensional and compact (k < n - 1). Then there 
exists a closed k-dimensional subset X’ of X and an (n - l&dimensional coordinate 
projection P of E, such that P satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 on 
X’. In particular P is k-stable on X’. 
Remark. It is clear that for every (n - l)-dimensional projection P on E,,, 
dim(P/X) =G 1 (as dim P = 1). Thus Theorem 4.3 actually claims that dim{y E 
P(X’): dimW’(y) nX’> a 11 G k - 2 for some P and X’. 
Lemma 4.4. Let X c E,, = E, _ 1 f~ E, be compact. Let P : E, -+ E, _ 1 be the canoni- 
cal projection and let Y= (y E P(X): dim(P-l(y) nX) z 1). Then there exists a 
compact subset Y’ of Y with dim Y’ = dim Y and an interval Z c E, such that 
Y’XZCX. 
Proof. Y is cT-compact hence there exists some compact Yi c Y with dim Y, = dim Y. 
Let 10, a 1 be a countable family of closed intervals in E, whose interiors form a 
basis for the topology of E,. For la 1 let 
H,={ygYI: {y} xI,cX}. 
Ht is closed and U I > 1 Ht = YI. Indeed, let y E Yi, then dim(P-‘(y) nX) z 1 and 
since a l-dimensional subset of E, must contain an interval, there exists some 12 1 
so that {y) X Z, cP-‘(y> nX and it follows that y E Ht. Hence for some 12 1, 
dim H, = dim Y, = dim Y. Clearly Ht X I, c X and we take Ht = Y’ and I1 = I. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. We apply induction on n. The theorem is trivial if n = 1. 
Assume that the theorem holds for all Euclidean spaces E of dimension < n - 1 
and for all compact subsets X of E. Let Xc E, be k-dimensional and compact 
withk<n-l.Forac(1,2 ,..., n}leta’={1,2 ,..., n}\aandletE,denotethe 
subspace of E, generated by the coordinates in a. Let also P, : E,, = E, @E,, + E, 
be the coordinate projection. Let a c 11, 2,. . . , n} with I a I = II - 1 be given. Let 
Y,={YEP,(X): dim(P;‘(y)nX)>l}. 
If dim Y, G k - 2 then we are done. If dim Y, 2 k - 1 then by Lemma 4.4 there 
exists some Z, c Y, compact with dim Z, > k - 1 and an interval Z,, c E,, so that 
Z, x Z,, cX. (Recall that 1 a’l = 1.) Hence dim Z, = k - 1. 
By the induction hypothesis there exist some c ca, I c I = rz - 2 and a closed 
(k - l)-dimensional subset ZL c Z, so that for P, : E, + E, we have dim W, G k - 3 
where 
W,={w~P~(Z:):dirn(P,-‘(w)nZi)>l}. 
Let b = c u a’. Then I b I = n - 1 and we claim that the theorem holds with P = Pb 
and X’ = ZL x I,,. Indeed, set 
V= {U EP~(X’): dim(P;‘(v) 17x’) > 1). 
Then Vc W, X Z,,. Hence 
dimV<dimW,+l<k-3+1=k-2. •I 
Corollary 4.5. The Chogoshvili conjecture holds for a compact k-dimensional space X 
in Ek+l. 
Theorem 4.6. Let f : X+ E,, be k-stable. Zf for each (k + 0dimensional coordinate 
projection Pk+ 1 on E,, dim Pk+ 1 f< X) G k then for some k-dimensional coordinate 
projection Pk, Pk f is k-stable on X. 
Let ZCR denote the set of integers. Let W=(x+i: xeZ}=Z+i. For 
0 < k =G n define subsets AZ and B[ of E, by 
At = {x E E,: at least k coordinates of x are in Z} , 
BL = { x E E,: at least k coordinates of x are in W} . 
Clearly dim AZ = dim B$ = n - k. For convenience we use the l,-norm 
II(q, x2,. . ., XJ ll = maxi I xi I on E,. 
Lemma 4.7. For n 2 1 and 1 =G k G n there exists a retraction 
r: E,\A”, - B,n-k+~ 
such that II x - r(x) II G 3 for all x in E, \A:. 
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The proof of the lemma, which can be carried out by induction, is left to the 
reader. 
Proof of Theorem 4.6. By a result of Nobeling and MardeSiC [16,15] for every 
a c (1, 2,. . .) n), dim Paf(X> < k. Let k + 1~ I a I G n. Applying an arbitrarily 
small linear translation we can remove P,f(X) from the lattice of integers in E,, 
and thus we may do this simultaneously for all a, k + 1 < I a I G rz. Hence we may 
assume without loss of generality that f(X) c E, \A;+ 1. Assume that the theorem 
is false. Then for all I a I = k, P,f is k-unstable and has no stable values in E,. 
For some such a let y be a point in the lattice of integers in E,. It follows that for 
an arbitrarily small neighborhood U,, of y in E, we may change P,f only on 
(Paf I-‘<u,> = f-‘P,-‘wJ so that the perturbed map does not attain the value y. 
Note that for some other I b I = k and z in the lattice of integers in E,, 
P,-‘(Y) f-Q’,-‘(z) cA”~+~. As f(X) cE,\A”,+, we can perform the above pertur- 
bations on mutually disjoint subsets of X. (By selecting small U,,. Note that only 
finitely many lattice points of E,, I a 1 = k are involved.) It follows that we can 
approach f as close as we please by a map g : X-E, such that for each I a I = k, 
Pag(X) does not intersect the lattice of integers in E,, or equivalently g : X + E,, 
\A’$. At this point we observe that our choice to apply the integers Z and 
W = Z + i was arbitrary. Give E > 0 we may replace them by EZ and E(Z + 3). If 
we do so then the retraction r : E, \A: + B,“_,+, in Lemma 4.7 satisfies I1 x - 
T(X) 11 < &. As we may perform the above procedure with arbitrary E > 0 the map 
rg :X-t B,‘,_,+, approximates f as close as we please and as dim B,“_,+, = k - 1 
this contradicts the k-stability of f. q 
We conclude with an example. 
Example 4.8. For k a 2 we construct a k-dimensional compact subset X of 
Ik+’ cE,+, and a map f: Ikf’ -+ Ik+’ so that: 
(i) f is k-stable on X. 
(ii) For every linear map p : Ek+ 1 + E,, pf is k-unstable on X. 
(iii) Still for every such regular p (regular as a linear map) pf/X does not factor 
through any (k - H-dimensional space. 
Note that Theorem 4.6 and (ii) imply that dim f(X) = k + 1 and indeed we shall 
have that f(X) = Zk+‘. 
To save notation we present the construction for k = 2 but it applies to k > 2 
without any change. 
Let B = (x: II x II G 1) c E, be the closed unit disc in E,. (The norms we apply 
in the example are the Euclidean norms.> Define $ : B -+ B by 
(2lIxII-1)x, +< IIXII <l, 
rcr(x) = o 1. IIXII <+, 
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and for 0 < E < 1 let t+!t, : B + B be defined by 
(2 II x II -1)x, 
$,(x) = EX 
i ’ 
$(1+ l ) < II x II G 1, 
II x II Q +<1+ E). 
$ maps (x : II x II G k} to 0 and is the identity on Ix : II x II = 11. $, is a homeomor- 
phism of B on itself and for each E, II I,!J(x) -$,(x)11 <E. For a straight-line 
segment 1 let C#J : B x Z + B x 1 be defined by 4(x, t) = ($(x), t). 4, is defined in a 
similar way with $, replacing $. Let Z3 be a cube in E,. Let A, = {Z3 n I: Z a 
straight line in EJ and let A = {I,};=, CA, be a countable subset of A, so that 
(1) A is dense in A, with respect to the Hausdorff metric on Z3. 
(2) Zi n int Z3 f $!I for all i 2 1. 
(3) The segments Zi are mutually disjoint. 
(4) The segments Zi are mutually nonparallel. 
For an l i > 0 (the ei will be selected later) let Wi = {x ~1~: d(x, Zi) < EJ. Let 
ri : w + B x Ii be an onto homeomorphism such that for z in Zi, ri(z) = (0, z). Let 
gi : Z3 + Z3 be defined by 
We may assume that 7i is so chosen that II gi(x) -x II < l i for all i in Z3. 
Finally, let fi = gigi_ 1 . . . g, : Z 3 + Z3. Now we select inductively reals ei > 0 so 
that 
(5) w. n (Ii u 1, u . . . u zi_l> = (4. 
(6) Ei+l < l i/4. 
(7) If 11 fi(x) - fi< y) 11 < l i then there exists some z in Z3 such that x and y are 
in a l/i neighborhood of fz:‘(z). 
(8) For z @ I, u I, u * * * U li_l, diameter fE:‘(z) < l/i. 
We leave it to the reader to verify that such ei exist. 
Then by (6) the sequence {fiJia 1 converges to some f : Z3 + Z3, with II f -fi II < 
l i/2. Let Hi =fg:‘(Zi). By (.5), ZZi cf-‘(l,), f/Hi =fi/Hi and ZZ, I-J Hi = fl for i + j. 
It follows from the construction that ZZi is homeomorphic to B X li and that f 
carries every set in ZZi that corresponds to a disc B X {z), z E Zi, to Z. Set 
X = Z3\ U i>,(int ZZ,). This completes the construction. We shall see now that (i), 
(ii) and (iii) hold. 
Let G = Z3 \ lJ i ~ ,Hi. We claim that f is one-to-one on G and that actually 
Z& =f-‘(Zi>. This will follow if we show that for x in G and x Z y in Z3, 
f(x) #f(y). So let x and y be as above. If for some i, II fj(x> -f,(y)11 > Ei then 
f(x) #f(y) since II f-fi II G ei/2. If for all i, II f,(x) -f,(y) II < l i then by (7) for 
every i there exists zi so that d(x, flr’(zi)), d(y, fan’) < l/i. As x +Y it 
follows that diameter fl:‘(zi) is bounded away from 0. By (B), zi must be in 
I, u z, u . . . u I,_,. As by (5) for j < i and z in Zj, fzT1(z) =L:‘(z) it follows from 
(8) that actually all the zi must be contained in the union of some finitely many Zi. 
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Hence, without restricting the generality we may assume that (zili > 1 c Zio for some 
i, and that zi +za. By (5) again for i 2 i,, fL:‘(zi> =fLil(zi> and hence x, 
y ‘fl; ‘(Z$ = Hi,. Hence x @ G, a contradiction which proves our claim. 
Next we show that G is dense in X. Let x EX and let Q be a cube in Z3 such 
that x E int Q. Then Q is not contained in any H, and as the Hi are mutually 
disjoint it follows from a theorem of Sierpinski [13, p. 1731 that Q is not contained 
in lJ H,, i.e., Q n G # d. It is easy to check that dim X = 2. Note also that if in the 
construction of gi we replace 4 by 4, for some E > 0, we obtain embeddings 
which approximate gi and also f, as close as we please. As f, approaches f it 
follows that f too can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a homeomorphism h 
of Z3 onto itself. Moreover, the homeomorphisms h will also satisfy Zz(Z3\ 
lJ j=,(int Hj)) n (I, u I, u . . . U Zi) = 0 for arbitrarily large i and as Xc Z3\ 
lJ j=,(int Hi) we obtain that h(X) f? (Ii U . . . u Zi) = @. Now we can prove (ii): let 
p : E, + E, be linear. We shall show that pf has no stable values. Let y Epf(X). 
We may assume that p-‘(y) is a line in E, (since otherwise dim pf(X> < 1). Let Zi 
be close to p-‘(y) n13 EAT. Let h: Z3 + Z3 be close to f so that h(X) n Zi = fl. 
(We do not need h to be an embedding.) Let q : Z3 + E, be close to p/Z3 such 
that qpl( y) = Zi. Then g = qh is close to pf and y P g(X). As “close” is actually 
“as close as we please” y is not a stable value of pf. (Note q could be chosen to be 
affine.) 
The following statement implies (i). Let Q c Z3 be a cube. Then f is 2-stable on 
X’=Xnf-‘<Q>. 
Set Z; = Q n Zi, Hi’ = f-‘(Z;). H/ is homeomorphic to B x II. If f is 2-unstable 
on X’ then for every E > 0 there exists some fl : X’ + Q with I1 f(x) - fl(x> II < E 
for x in X’ and such that fl(X’) is a l-dimensional polyhedron in Q. We shall 
show that this implies the existence of a 3c-displacement n of Q onto a 2-dimen- 
sional polyhedron which is impossible. 
As fJX’> is an ANR there exists some neighborhood A4 of X’ in f-l(Q) such 
that fl is extendable over M to a map f2 : M -+ fl(X’> with II f - f2 II < E on M. If 
m is large enough then X, =f-l(Q)\ lJ Li(int Hi’) CM, so we may assume that 
fi is defined on X,. (int Hi’ and aHi’ are taken here with respect to fpl(Q>.) We 
wish to further extend f2 over f-‘(Q), i.e., over the missing “pipes” H,‘, 1 < i < m. 
Fix 1 < i urn. As f&X,> is a l-dimensional polyhedron, and since f,(aH,‘> is 
E-close to Z(, there exists a homotopy g : f2(aHi’) X Z + Z3 such that g(x, 0) =x, 
g( f2(aH;), 1) c II. For every x in f2(aHi’), dim g(x, I) < E and g(fi(aHi’>, Z> is a 
2-dimensional polyhedron. 
Now we extend fi to Hi’ by the following rule: let T = (pi, ~~1: Hi’ --) B X ZI be 
the natural homeomorphism. On ~;l((w: i < II w II Q 1)) (which contains aHi’) we 
set f3(x) = g( f27 -Y~,(x>/ll ~,(x)ll, TV), 20 - II ~Jx)ll)). Then II f -f3 II < 2~ 
on this set and T;~({w: IIw II = $)I is mapped into II. It follows that f3 can be 
further extended over the rest of H,’ by a map f4 with I1 f- f4 II < 2~ and such 
that T;~({w: II w II G +}I is mapped into El. By repeating this for all 1 < i < m we 
obtain an extension f_, : f-‘(Q) - Q of fl with II f - f4 II < 2~ and f4(f-l(Q)> a 
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2-dimensional polyhedron L. As L is an ANR we may extend f4 to a map 
f5 : I/+ L for some neighborhood I/ of f-‘(Q) in Z3 for which still 11 f-f5 11 < 2.5. 
Recall that we may approximate f by an onto homeomorphism h : Z3 + Z3 such 
that h-‘(Q) c V and II h -f II <E. 17 =f5h-’ : Q +Z3 is thus well defined, it 
carries Q into L and II T(X) - x II = Ilfsh-‘(x) - x II < II f&-‘(x) - 
fi-‘(XT) 11 + ll fh-‘(x) - h(h-l(x)) 11 < 2.5 + E = 3~ and we are done. 
Remark. It follows from the above that there exists some 8 > 0 so that if 
Q=Z,xZ,xZ, and f’:xnf-‘(Q)+Z’satisfies Ifi’(fJx)I/diam Zi<S for 
i = 1, 2, 3 then dimf’(x nf-‘(Q)) 2 2 where fi is the ith coordinate of f. 
We shall now prove (iii). We do this for p = the coordinate projection of 
Z3 = 1’ X Z onto Z2. This does not restrict the generality as every linear map 
q : E, + E, is equivalent (in Dec(E,)) to some orthogonal projection. We regard 
Z2 as a face of Z3. By (4) we may assume that none of the Zi is perpendicular to Z2 
((4) implies that at most one Zi may be perpendicular to Z2 and if such an i exists 
then we pass to a subcube of Z3). Let g <pf in Dee(X) and we shall see that 
dim g(X) 2 2. If dim g(X) < 1, then by applying the monotone light decomposi- 
tion we may assume that g is monotone. Let I_L :g(X) + Z2 be such that pf = pg. 
Let .a E Z2 and let y l p-~(z). Then f(g-l(y)) C {z) 
diam f(g-‘(y)) < 6 then for some small square S cZ2 
y E Z_-‘(S) we still have diam f(g-‘(y)) < 6. Let V 
XI. If for all y E Z.-~(Z), 
that contains z and for all 
be a finite open cover of 
Z_L-‘(S) with order I/< 1 and let (4,: u E V) be a partition of unity subordinated to 
I/. Pick e, Ef(gdl(u)) for every u E I/ and define p: Z_-‘(S) + Q = S X Z by 
p(y) = C,4,(y>e,. p~_-~(,!?) is a l-dimensional polyhedron. If mesh V is small 
enough then f ’ = pg : X n f- ‘(Q) + Q satisfies the conditions in the last remark. 
This contradiction shows that 6 cannot be too small. Hence, for all z in Z2 there 
exists some y E p-l(z) so that diam f(g-‘(y)) a 6. Applying the arguments used 
in the proof of Lemma 4.4 we obtain a square S c Z2 and an interval .Z c Z such 
that for all z in S there exists some y in p-1 (z) with f(g-‘(y)) 2 (z) XJ (recall 
that g is monotone). We may thus assume that for all z E Z2 and some y E p-‘(z), 
f(g-l(y)) =Z since else we replace Z 3 by Q = S x.Z. We shall show that this 
implies that g 2 f. To this end let x1, x2 be in some fiber f-‘(a) of f. We wish to 
show that g(x,) = g(x,>. Recall that G = Z3\ U Hi = fP1(Z3\ U li> is dense in X 
and that f is one-to-one on G. Hence there exist sequences (xi}, (xi} C G such 
that xi -+x1 and xi +=x2. Pick yi and yi in g(X) so that p(yi) =pf(xf) =z;, 
I =pf(xi) = zi and f(g-‘(yf)) = {.z$ x I, f(g-‘(y;)) = {zi} XI. 
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As f is one-to-one on {xf} u {xi) and since f<xi> E (z$ X Z and f(x;> E {zi) X Z 
we obtain that g(xf) = yi and g(xk) = y;. Hence {yf} and (yi} converge to 
y1 =g(x,) and y2 = g(xz) respectively. As x1,x2 of-’ we also have that ~(a> = 
lim zi =pf(xz) =pf(x,) = lim zf = z. 
As f(g-‘(yi)) = {zi} x Z and f(g-‘(yf)) = {zi) X Z and by the continuity of g 
we obtain that f(g-‘(y,)) = {z} x Z =f(g-‘(y,)). But since no Zi is perpendicular 
to Z2 we have that C(z) XI) nf(G) Z fl and this implies that g-‘(yl> fl g-‘(yJ f 
6 , i.e., y1 = y2. Hence g >f. It follows that g = Af for some A : Z3 + g(X). The 
p = PA and as p is 2-stable so is A. Hence dim A(Z3) = dim g(X) 2 2, a contradic- 
tion which proves (iii> and concludes Example 4.8. 
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